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Q1 - What is your Department?

What is your Department?

Communicology

Women's Studies, Social Work

Communication

ACM

Architecture

Institute for Teacher Education

Art & Art History

Nursing

Business

Anthropology

oceanography

Art

Anatomy

Chemistry

Philosophy

Physics and Astronomy

HNFAS

OSA

Student Athlete Academic Services

ITE MEdT

Music 

FSHN

Music

Art & Art History 



Physics and Astronomy

WRRC

Institue for Teacher Education

Sociology

mathematics

TPSS

AMST

Political Science

History

AMST

Two: Curriculum Research & Development Group and  Dept of Ed Psych

CDS

English

Music

communicology

Tropical AG

Learning Design and Technology

LTEC

Sociology

IPLL

School of Travel Industry Management

Center on Disability Studies

ICS

Oceanography

Psychology

History

Art

Civil and Environmental Engineering

anthropology

Mechanical Engineering Department, College of Engineering

EDEA

Hawaiinuiakea School of Hawaiian Knowledge



Political Science

MBBE

Library

Atmospheric Sciences

NREM

Educational Administration

CSD

Anthropology

Law

ACM

Interdisciplinary Studies

Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences

nursing

EALL

School of Accountancy, Shidler College

Honors

Indo pacific languaged and literatures

acm

Music

OVCAA

hnfas

ICS

Political science 

Public Administration Program

Geography

Hawaiian Studies Department 

EDEF

Edea

law

Psychology

Family and Consumer Sciences

Communication



EALL

Hstry

Physics & Astronomy

History

Psychology 

TPSS

Ethnic Studies and Women's Studies

East Asian Languages and Literatures

Curriculum Studies

College of Education, Center on Disability Studies

Geography

Nursing

Too many rows for PDF export, try exporting to Word or CSV



Q2 - Do you use eCAFE?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 66.67% 316

2 No 33.33% 158

Total 100% 474



Q3 - Please tell us why you do not use eCAFE.  Check all that apply.

# Answer % Count

1 Our department has an alternative system for evaluation. 80.00% 100

2 Not enough students submit evaluations. 16.80% 21

3 Students do not provide meaningful feedback. 12.00% 15

4 eCAFE doesn't offer useful results. 9.60% 12

5 eCAFE requires too much work to set up. 4.00% 5

6 Other 21.60% 27

Total 100% 125

Q3_6_TEXT - Other



Other

I've traditionally done it another way.



I was not aware...just know about it NOW.

This is my first semester as faculty.

I am in a Research Unit, but did use eCafe in the past when I was a graduate student/lecturer. I am basing my 
answers on my past experience.

I could use eCafe but I don't because I don't think my teaching is as exact as a mathematical formula 

Not applicable

I did not know this.

just haven't gotten around to implementing

I have not had a student panel until recently

Just started so looking to implement

I have not implemented it yet.

eCafe does not allow us to create our own questions and based on the field courses and other types of work we do
in teacher education, the questions on eCafe do now work for us.

See comments below

I have very strong views about evaluating the effectiveness of teachers and programs. I believe that Likert-type 
scales similar to the CAFÉ: A Course and Faculty Evaluation for UH Mānoa have nothing to do with the promotion 
of effective classroom practices. I argue that describing classroom effectiveness in terms of a numerical scale does 
not provide instructors with the critical commentaries necessary to examine and revise areas of concern, or build 
on areas of strength in their teaching. I ask, “What does it mean, in terms of improving instruction, to receive a ‘3 
out of 5 for enthusiasm’ or a ‘4 out of 5 for grading performance’?” And, “Why undervalue students’ abilities to 
provide sound, descriptive, critical feedback to help us fine-tune our approaches to the classroom?” As well, these 
types of forms, which are typically administered on the last day of the semester, encourage students to “rapidly 
and superficially go through the motions of filling bubbles rather than invite them to spend time providing 
substantial, constructive feedback. Because of the importance I place on teaching excellence, I refuse to 
administer Likert-type course evaluation forms in my classes. I also encourage my students to examine alternative 
methods for evaluating their classroom programs and practices. I am interested only in evaluation methods that 
lead to improved teaching and, in turn, improved learning. The evaluation forms that my students complete 
provide essential information that contributes to my growth as an effective educator. This evaluation process also 
provides excellent opportunities for my students to practice the skill of written critical commentary, and for me to 
model exemplary teaching and program evaluation practices for pre-service and in-service teachers. For the 
purposes of improving my teaching practices and guiding my planning, I carefully examine the data from previous 
evaluations each time I prepare anew to teach a specific course. I often find answers to pertinent questions such 
as; Which course texts/handouts should I retain or replace and why? Which concepts do the students have most 
difficulty acquiring? Which activities help to emphasize and clarify ideas? Am I modeling what I profess or am I 
modeling something else? How effective are my questioning/discussion strategies? How manageable are the 
course requirements? Which course requirements are most and least effective in supporting the learning process? 
How effective is my time management? Where is the fine line between challenging expectations and 
overwhelming expectations? Which strategies keep the students motivated and which bore them to tears? How 
effective are the methods of assessment? How do students respond to me personally? Do students find my “in-
your-face” Kiwi sense of humor amusing or intimidating? How or should I address this? Am I sensitive to the 
unique cultures of my students?  

eCAFE does not have practicum type questions

eCAFE is the worst evaluation system I ever used.

Convoluted tool and process



My courses are non-credit so I can't access the system 

I do not have time to create evaluations! They should be provided!! 

I believe students would not fill them out if I did not allow class time for it. Also, I do not allow electronic devices 
in class.
The courses I teach are co-taught across SPED and ITE and we need custom evaluations that evaluate the course 
and each individual instructor.
We find that explicitly asking students to fill out a form, and allocating class time to do so, shows that we value 
their input and demonstrates our interest in the outcome.

I do not know, you'll have to ask the department chair.

I use a paper copy in class so that I am sure students complete the evaluation

Not appropriate for distance courses



Q4 - Does your department require that evaluation results go to the department chair?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 68.84% 274

2 No 31.16% 124

Total 100% 398



Q5 - Should evaluation results go to the department chair?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 78.47% 317

2 No 21.53% 87

Total 100% 404



Q6 - Do you make the results of your evaluations publicly available?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 25.19% 101

2 No 74.81% 300

Total 100% 401



Q7 - How important are the following possible uses of course evaluations?

Question
High

Importan
ce

Medium
Importance

Low
Importance

I do not think
they should be
used this way.

Total

Individual faculty 
improvement of the 
course

75.62% 307 20.20% 82 1.97% 8 2.22% 9 406

Evaluation of faculty 33.00% 133 44.67% 180 10.17% 41 12.16% 49 403

Program review 28.18% 113 45.39% 182 14.71% 59 11.72% 47 401

Student learning 
assessment

31.34% 126 30.35% 122 16.92% 68 21.39% 86 402



Other uses 45.00% 18 32.50% 13 5.00% 2 17.50% 7 40

Other uses

Other uses

Logistics; schedule; access

student participation 

Promotion and Tenure

evaluating applicants for our instructor positions

Student engagement 

Long term trends in the class itself and the varying instructors

Feedback to Instructor

job applications

Department discussion

Personnel actions

assess student student response to changes in the curriculum across years

Course promotion

Faculty reflection and improvement

Student information

faculty improvement of teaching

Indicators of student concerns re: faculty performance - to be addressed

Inform textbook choices

Evidence for Professional Review

Provides a method for students to communicate with facutly and admin

students' priorities

Faculty development/counselling

Course priorities; key objectives

Use for aiding faculty and class (if other faculty teach it) to improve teaching methods (perhaps a restatement of 
the top entry)

Evaluation of course

Student preview of courses

course evaluation is NOT an evaluation of content, expectations, etc.





Q8 - Are you using course evaluation results (eCAFE or a different system) to
 inform your teaching? (e.g., adjusting teaching strategies in response to
 student feedback).

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 93.15% 381

2 No 6.85% 28

Total 100% 409



Q9 - Please share any additional comments and concerns.

Please share any additional comments and concerns.

I am concerned about the way these evaluations will be used.  I am especially concerned about items that will not 
be universal to all types of courses.

I am 100% against a system dictated course evaluation system. 

Please ensure that any new system that you implement is Section 508 compliant for individuals with disabilities. 

I think that student evaluations of teaching are relied on too heavily when evaluating faculty. Recent research has 
shown that surveys like these are not valid measures of instructor ability, student learning, etc. They are more 
about whether students like you, which is not what teaching should be about. They are too much like "customer 
satisfaction surveys," reinforcing the idea that students are paying for a service and that faculty work for them. 
In all the positive answers above, the fact remains this is a uselesss assessment method for  faculty, the area and 
the department.

1.  The sample group is small, usually less than 50% of students respond

2. Those that do respond  either did well in the course and have only positive remarks, and 
those that didn't  have only negative remarks .  There is little balanced assessment.
The problem of eCafe is that it cannot be used as a mandatory tool of teaching evaluation. It is primarily because 
the faculty can change questions. 
System-wide surveillance of faculty teaching is inappropriate. Requiring the submission of all course evaluation 
results for Tenure and Promotion is important and useful.  Requiring it at second and fourth year review is 
probably also useful, although it escalates what those reviews mean, so that needs to be thought through.  
Requiring that results go to Chair each semester is not appropriate or necessary, just increases the surveillance 
level over faculty.  Is that what we want? In addition, there is the question of how these are to be sent, and how 
they are to be stored, to protect the faculty member's confidentiality.  This is a much easier question given that 
the personnel review policies already provide for confidentiality.  Thus there is much less chance of accidental or 
intentional slippage than if it were to be done each semester or year.  
If eCafe results are not shared with the department chair (not required) the feedback from the students cannot be 
considered.  Perhaps it should be mandatory to share the results.
many of my students could not get theirs in becuse the law school announced suddenly that it would close a day 
early. 

evaluations are biased against women and people of color and documented not to reflect actual learning or good 
teaching practices
The questions should be written with the student perspective under consideration. In particular, the fact that most
of the respondents are in their upper teens and early 20s should be considered. The present questions seems to 
be written only from the question writers' perspective only.  What may seem obvious to a professional can be not 
so clear to younger students. 

For example, to the question "The course objectives were clear.", the students usually forget that the course 
objectives clearly written in syllabus by the end of the semester. I am sure all professors go over the course 
objectives and SLOs in week one. So, perhaps "The course objectives were clearly explained to the class." might be
a better wording.

Another example "The instructor was accessible to students." I like to see this wording phrased as ""The instructor 
was accessible to students during the office hours and during regular working hours with a 24-hour notice."  Also, 



include being available online such as emails should be noted in the phrasing. Some younger students expect the 
professors will cater to their schedule, and feel that they can walk-in to their office 24-7. I also had students who 
request appointments on weekends. If they have a presentation due on Monday, and I cannot accommodate a 
meeting on the day before, Sunday, less mature students seem to regard this as being unaccessible even though I 
helped by email. I've also had students demand that I accommodate a meeting precisely during the 45-minute 
break that they have, so that they do not have to stay after their school day ends in the early afternoon. 

These request may seem  a bit absurd, but the above are real examples. So, please consider the respondent's 
mindset with the wording.  Mahalo. 

We need less focus on student teaching evaluations and more focus on learning outcomes.  Unfortunately, 
sometimes there is an adversarial relationships between UH Admin and faculty and even within departments.  
Some of this can degenerate into age discrimination, and bad behavior on both sides.  The students then suffer.  
There is so much focus on publish or perish, quality teaching gets put on the back burner.  In addition it isn't 
helpful for UHM admin to try to manage learning assessments and such down at the departmental level.  This 
really needs to be done by the department itself with more resources provided to help faculty balance their 
competing time constraints.  

Finally, we need to emphasize to students from day 1 that they are responsible for their own learning.  Then they 
need to learn better time management tools.  I cannot tell you how frustrating it is when I have worked to prepare 
a meaningful assignment/project for them and then they only work on it the night before due to other class' tests 
or work or such.  I start by reviewing the assignment in detail 2 weeks before it is due, but they will procrastinate 
and put it off.  I know because they admit this in the reflection papers they are required to submit.  Of course not 
all students do this, but far to many.  They need to take more responsibility and be provided better tools for time 
management etc at the freshmen and sophomore level.  
eCAFE is a very cumbersome and overly statistical evaluation system that renders it hard to decipher the actual 
feedback and evaluation. I find it to be neither useful or helpful. Also, if a Department has a standardized version 
of eCafe, the instructor cannot change that, at least in my own experience. This is very counterproductive. There 
are other evaluation systems which would be much more accessible, useful, and allow for meaningful data mining.
Thank you for your consideration and hopefully there will be positive change down the road in the not so distant 
future.
Their strength is a feedback loop to the professor for course improvement.  Their weakness is they are unreliable 
for providing information for evaluation of faculty, often skewed by outliers and low student response rate, yet the 
quantitative data is routinely relied on as an important factor in tenure and promotion.  That is a flaw in the 
system. Students with low class performance rely on evaluations to vent frustration, rather than participate in a 
self improvement process. Many students receive extra credit points in order to increase voluntary participation in
the process, thus a fundamental bias is built into the process that further undermines the reliability of the results.
The fixed (required) questions often do not fit my course format. They assume a traditional pedagogy with lectures
and textbooks, but I cannot delete them from the survey. 

I would like the option to provide custom questions related to specific topics/issues in my class. For example, to be
able to list assignments and ask which were useful and which were not (with comments). 
The ecafe system is cumbersome. There should be a way to type your own questions. There are way too many 
choices and the best feedback always comes for the open ended questions. Sometimes I have a specific question 
about an assignment or a guest lecturer that i can't ask because it is not an option and I can not create my own 
questions. This semester I am actually giving a hand written evaluation for feedback to improve my course and just
going to do the bare minimum on eCafe to fulfill my responsibility to the department. 
The online evaluation relies on students to choose to participate .  Many do not. Paper and pencil evaluations in 
the classroom insure much broader participation.

Furthermore the conditions under which students complete online evaluations are not standard but likely different
for every student. Variables include time of day, time in the semester, physical and mental states of students etc



I also do not subscribe to the notion that students should receive extra credit or other Benefits for high class 
participation.
These evaluations should be used for teachers to improve their own teaching. They should not be publicized at all, 
except voluntarily by the faculty member being evaluated. A glowingly positive evaluation does not mean a faculty 
member effectively taught the course material; nor does a negative evaluation necessarily mean a faculty member
did a poor job of teaching the class. Due to the problems in correctly interpreting evaluations and the constant risk
of the evaluations being misinterpreted and thus misapplied, these evaluation should remain private and 
confidential.
I am puzzled by the question about student learning assessment. Are we talking about SLOs? We have been 
repeatedly educated about the distinction between student evaluation of the courses and faculty members, and 
assessment of student learning outcomes, which are department-level assessments  to measure how well we are 
doing with giving our majors the skills we state they need.

I like the cafe evaluation system because there is a lot of flexibility in choosing questions that ask students how 
they themselves are doing with the course material (self-evaluation) and  how they evaluate the effectiveness of 
the instructor. I also like the fact that there are questions that allow students to evaluate the course as a whole as 
well as the instructor. In short, I would like the new system to retain the versatility of e-cafe.

eCafe addresses the needs that it is intended for. Please keep this system in place

i believe these sort of evaluations are seriously flawed for all kinds of reasons too numerous to list here.

I adjust my teaching to what the students. However, it seems there are still students who will always complain 
because they do not want to work.
 Course evals in eCafe are not very helpful or informative. I prefer scan sheets and comments done on the last day 
of class. Response rate for me has been very poor with eCafe, so it's not an accurate picture. My course evals were
very high when the response rate was high with scans and pencil/paper. Secretary would tally up results. Chair got 
the results too. But I don't trust eCafe. Also it has not been able to manage team-taught classes, which is not 
helpful for tenure-track faculty in particular who need their own evals, and not those mixed with adjuncts, 
specialists and others in a team-taught classes or learning communities.
Also eCafe data don't help evaluate experimental courses etc.
There must be a way to ensure a higher response rate by having students do the evals on their phones or in a 
computer lab at the last day of class -- with some way for the instructor to confirm a high response rate before 
they leave class.
Also, what happened to the globals: Overall Instructor and Overall Course rating? Now there are 3 measures that 
are different (knowledge of course contents etc).

We have a separate Astronomy undergraduate program that has recently started, so the evaluations go up for 
review to our Undergraduate Astronomy Chair, and are on the IfA web site.  Although I have used eCafe to assess 
the effectiveness of teaching strategies, these questions are not standardized in the same way that the paper 
questions are, so they are mostly kept separate for the instructor's review purposes.
Students sometimes don't take these evaluations seriously.  It is difficult to judge a faculty member's teaching 
performance based on ecafe.  Strict faculty members who are actually doing their job tend to receive worse 
evaluation than those faculty members who just let students have their way (giving students A's when they don't 
earn it)  so they can cover themselves for not really doing their job but can still receive a good evaluation.  
I find the current eCAFE system very easy to use and the results are organized clearly.  I like the way the evaluation 
offers the opportunity to students to give specific feedback to instructors via comments sections.  I value this 
feedback on my teaching methods as well as students' impression of the course meeting its stated objectives / 
goals for learning.
Teaching is important to me. Although I have received several awards for my teaching, I do not care for a 
numerical evaluation of my teaching. It is dry, impersonal and an easier method for administrators. I do not think it
is good for morale.



Course evaluations are COURSE evaluations, not faculty, student, or program evaluations. Teacher evaluation 
requires different data, e.g., observation notes, than student learning assessment, e.g., portfolios, than program 
review, e.g. random sample of student work.  Each department needs to figure out their own purpose for 
evaluation, e.g., SLO assessment, and utilize the appropriate instrument(s) to collect the data, e.g., student work. 
Data must not be used for unintended purposes, e.g., student work is not an indicator for the effectiveness of 
faculty.
The evaluation could be very biased. It depends on the quality of the students and their attitude for different 
subjects. Asking faculties to adjust teaching strategies in response to previous students' feedback could be 
inappropriate for the new students, which have a different opinion about the type of teaching they like. Students 
in the same class could prefer different styles of teaching too. It is important that faculty's teaching not be 
overinfluenced by students' personal preference.
I do an informal evaluation of questions at the end of a midterm/activity to get immediate feedback on the subject
being taught.
Clinical setting supervision does not readily submit to the grading options in eCafe, and their are elements to 
residency training evaluations (e.g., Milestones Project) that are imposed by outside certifying authority.

I wish we could tailor the questions for our courses.

For the faculty, course evaluation is useful for improving new courses - adjusting course topics, and teaching 
method to improve student's' comprehension. Once the course is established and adjusted, the subsequent 
course evaluations will fall into an expected pattern.
It is extremely difficult to get students to participate in eCafe.  As a result, you often end up getting polarized 
views.  Unless we can ensure that everyone who took the course to fill out an evaluation form, the accuracy and 
validity of evaluation outcome is suspect and need to be viewed with caution. 
I feel these evaluations are essentially worthless. When we ask a student to rate (as Ecafe does) "I learned a lot in 
this class" on a 5 point scale, what is this measuring? The student's aptitude? The teacher's skill? The curriculum's 
ability to move students through learning? Why do we believe self-assessment is accurate given the literature 
which suggests the contrary? Some feedback is always valuable, but as currently designed no respectable social 
scientist would argue that it actually tells us anything.
The department chair has access to the course evaluations for all faculty and TAs, but does not routinely examine 
the course evaluations of faculty members. Our department does a statistical analysis of all course evaluations, 
providing a summary of the average response/rating given to each question asked on the evaluation. This 
statistical summary tends to be used for TP applications and 5-year reviews.
we use the old fashioned hard copy/pap;er evaluation and are  not interested in a uniform systemwide evaluation 
system. 
Although the eCafe evals  can be valuable to inform and strengthen our courses, i think we have to be cautious of 
using the evaluation as an evaluation of our faculty for tenure and promotion and other awards. There are many 
studies that demonstrate the gender and racial bias in these evualations that can negatively impact female and 
minority instructors. Students in small classes have also reported to me that they fear retribution from certain 
faculty members if they express any negativity in their evaluations since confidentiality can be compromised in 
these small classes. Including other teaching evaluation methods to evaluate faculty as well as ensuring complete 
anonymity of students would be helpful in enhancing the quality of teaching at UH. 
The eCafe is a useful tool in theory, however, many students use it in a manner consist with their use of other 
evaluation apps, such as "Yelp." For this reason, students sometimes include irrelevant personal critiques of the 
instructor (the way the instructor looks, speaks, etc.) rather than relevant and use critiques on ways to improve 
their learning experience. This then begs the question, are students the best evaluators for this type of critique? 
Should there be a system implemented for inter- and intra- departmental evaluations and what would that look 
like? Also, I would implement a student evaluation that they take individually to assess their own efforts 
throughout the semester. Although it may be argued that the end of the semester grade is their "evaluation" I find 
that students often say "the grade that you give me" vs. "the grade I earned." Therefore, this type of self-
evaluation for each student would remind them of their accountability throughout the semester and whether or 
not they are fulfilling their own kuleana. 



eCAFE was not available last time I thought a seminar, the previous time, none of the students filled it out. It 
seems like the paper version was better to actually get feedbacks as it was administered in class and managed by 
students
Student learning is not evaluated on teaching evaluations - their learning is better assessed via learning 
assessments, or pretest-post-test changes.
I am aware that students tend to rate women and people of color lower, and am wondering about bias in such 
evaluation tools.

Our evaluations go to our APT, but the chair can see all of them, as well as the DPC

Tricky to use evaluations such as eCafe that are optional for students when evaluating faculty performance. Need 
some way of ensuring that all students do the evaluation. 

eCAFE as presently organized has near to zero utility. A total waste of time.

Feedback is valuable in a context. It is just one dimension of course design, instruction, etc.

participation by students are only voluntary, format is so institutional that most students treat it as a nuisance.  
Students seem to have developed their own social network of evaluating the classes and teachers.
eCafe is ad hoc, not based on any solid research. E.g. many questions typically have the same answers. Moreover, 
our experience suggests that if students are able to submit textual comments, the comments are often unrelated 
to the question asked and therefore the entire evaluation lacks validity.
I actively encourage students to use E-cafe to evaluate their learning and give feedback, constructively, to improve 
courses. I teach small graduate level classes so anonymity is an issue so I encourage positive useful feedback and 
give examples of how I have changed the class to meet learning needs and improve my teaching, as a way to 
motivate their evaluations. I need to do a lot of 'pep talks' to get the good responses nearly all respond, to the e-
cafes.
Recent studies have shown that student surveys done at the end of a course really have little to no value as a valid 
assessment of a faculty's teaching.  Evaluating teaching effectiveness and how relevant a course is to current 
curriculum are different objectives that require different assessment tools. 
The evaluations of the faculty gives information on the weaknesses and strengths of the course delivery.  This 
helps me reevaluate how I am performing in delivering my courses.  

I am only concern on the personal evaluations of the faculty by students.
I use the evaluations primarily to find new ways of engaging students and developing teaching strategies.  I have 
also used them to evaluate course texts, assignments, and learning outcomes.  I also used the CTE teaching 
evaluations when I first began teaching courses here and found them more important and useful because they 
were constructive and not just some form for students to fill out.  Personally, I'm not sure how constructive it is for
UH as an institution to use these evaluation forms and they seemed like a necessary evil for evaluation of 
professors for tenure and promotion.  They have been helpful for me to develop new courses and revise and 
revamp courses over they years, but I wish they were not used as a basis to evaluate instructors.  I do think that it 
would be important for chairs of departments to see the evaluations of instructors.
In our Department, we asked students in class to write an evaluation on us as profs and on our course. All students
are required to fill out the form. It is great!
Tho we are not required to share the results of  our ecafe survey nevertheless they have to be turned in for 
contract renewal  and for five year review.

It is not the best feedback, but it is one the students are used to. As such it serves a valuable role. 

I have mixed feeling about the current evaluation system.  There are some anomalies that will occur and every so 
often you'll get  a student that is not happy with the class, often times because of their own performance or lack of
maturity, and ends up writing ridiculous reviews. I find that kind of problematic when it comes to evaluation of the
faculty.   
I'm not sure if the evaluation of direct study/research is necessary. It is only one student; thus the student's 
anonymity is not kept. Also, some categories that are used for evaluating regular courses are not quite relevant for 
the directed study/research. 



I teach online courses and very few students respond to the CAFE requests.  One or two unhappy students can 
skew the results and sometimes happy students don't respond.  The whole thing ends up being a popularity 
contest.
Minimal utility because I am not allowed to ask questions directly relevant to my class. The fact that all instruction 
is treated the same with the same set of possible questions may be helpful for administrative (apple and pear) 
comparison, but very limited value for instruction. I would like to ask how students feel about the return of all 
graded materials on the next class after submission. I would ask how effective students think the use of PPT is in 
my classes. Unfortunately, the cafe system treats A PE class, a studio class, a large lecture class, and small language
classes as if they were the same. 
the current ecafe is arbitrary, capricious, and invalid because it must be completed before the most important part
of the course work is due and that is the end of the Exam period when the major assignment, the term paper of 
each student is due and presented in written and oral form to the class.   This is why I do not even look at it.  Also 
not being done in class the response rate is lower than one it was done in class at the end of the semester.
The current form is too long,  should not be more than 10 question if used for program & faculty review..  For the 
instructor there are better ways to get student input through the course.  (e.g. if and when a local student calls me 
kumu)
There seems to be a halo effect, similar ratings across questions.

It would be helpful to know which comments come from which student, e.g. respondent #1, #44 so instructor can 
tell whether comments are from diverse people or a small number who repeat themselves.

For those trying to improve their ratings in a meaningful way (rather than getting high scores for reasons not 
relating to actual learning) more assistance than the midterm eval seems needed.

It would be good to have more information about the pros and cons of student evals and what correlates with high
ratings. 

Campus means seem inflated.  Are we really all that good, or to what extent might the high means be a partial 
artifact of faculty selectively participating in eCafe.

The number of items on the menu is overwhelming and many are redundant.  Could they be reduced considerably.
Would also be good to know which items have the most validity.

Usually the students that are not doing so well in the course and missing most of the lectures are utilizing the 
eCAFE as a way to attack the Instructors.

The department's evaluation system at the last day of class is usually more useful than the eCAFE.
Results are not directly sent to the department chair and are only self reported.   As a result, there is little to no 
accountability.  
Student evaluations have enticed many instructors to adopt strategies that please students, strategies that may 
not lead to best learning outcomes. 

i am not sure how a system-wide evaluation would work, especially when it comes to graduate courses.

I have used the eCAFE system every semester it is offered, and initiated the policy that every instructor be required
to use the same core set of questions to provide another body of information for evaluating potential instructors. 
It's useful for gauging the popularity of Gen Ed courses, and for revising course content as I develop new courses.

Making it optional -- and encouraging faculty to bribe students to complete the evaluation (the eCAFE website 
offers myriad bribe suggestions) -- damages the quality of our teaching. Please allocate funds to staffing this 
department instead of padding administrative salaries.

Mahalo.  



Low participation rate by students 

Research has suggested strong race and gender biases within course evaluations. Quantitative data reinforces this 
problem since it is difficult to discern why a student might be giving a low or a high score. An emphasis on written 
answers to questions tends to produce much more useful information for faculty who are dedicated to student 
learning.

Course evaluations by students are desirable, but it is unclear whether they are a measure of the amount of 
learning that occurs.
I use eCafe only occasionally, in most cases I use my own evaluation sheets specific to each course and distribute 
them to students to fill out (I remove my presence). I found these non-standard forms and the face-to-face format 
more useful. eCafe is in the cyber space, very impersonal - I know many students do fill them out, but I am not 
convinced of its universal utility.  
Typically, student rate Professor high when students are getting higher grade and vice versa. I am not sure if the 
eCafe is real reflection of the faculties quality. However, faculty can use the information to improve the course. 
Thus, eCafe is meaningless for any purpose of evaluating faculty per se.  
eCafe and other systems are too inflexible, they demand that you use certain questions instead of the ones we 
use--this is unacceptable.  We want to have a record of answers to the SAME questions over a long period of time. 
We have already been doing this we do NOT want to give up this extremely valuable data set just because 
somebody wants a new system.

 I don't know if evaluations go to the chair. It probably should go to the DPC. 

Under other uses there was no way for me to retu

Some good teachers may get bad evaluations; some bad teachers may get good evaluations. Some well designed 
surveys may be not be adequate for all situations. Some surveys are not well designed, and are inadequate for all 
situations. Good teachers communicate directly with their students. Good managers communicate directly with 
their workers. Surveys should be an additional tool, never grounds for any decisions. Surveys about the 
administration could be useful in the same way.
eCAFE is just fine.  This should not change at all. 

Don't create a single system-wide system if it is not as flexible as eCAFE.  The questions that faculty members can 
select from eCAFE are informed by years of research by educational experts, and so are very good.  Even individual
faculty of various departments can't do better to create their own, usually rigid, system!  All that President Lassner
should say is that everyone should use eCAFE.  Many departments are anchored in the past, which is not helpful at
all to them or the faculty.  Everyone should be allowed to switch to eCAFE, if not required to switch to eCAFE.

In my department, they spend hours and some thousand dollars a year hiring student workers trying to collate 
course evaluations.  This is an egregious waste of public dollars.  Departments should be made to use eCAFE.  
Department faculty and department chairs cannot be trusted to make good decisions.  

The more flexible and open the evaluation system is, the better it is for faculty.  Right now, course evaluations are 
often applied punitively against faculty during promotion and tenure.  This should not be; the fear must be taken 
out of teaching to enable professors to teach better. 

The fear of getting good course evaluations has encouraged grade inflation, which might have its own detrimental 
effects over the long term.  To allow the professor to get inspired again, it is important to allow the professor to 
use eCAFE and select the questions that are most relevant to him/her.

If possible, please separate the Course Evaluation with the Teaching/Instructor Evaluation. Since some course 
schedule and syllabus are designed by the Section/Department, faculty/instructor has NO right to change those. 
But sometimes students complaint and wrote at the eCafe about the course schedule, course quizzes/tests, course



pace, etc. which are NOT made and decided by the faculty/instructor. If those appear on the eCafe evaluation, it 
would greatly affect the eCafe results and also it is NOT fair to that faculty/instructor.  So I was wondering if 
faculty/instructor can decide more questions to ask students than the Department. Thank you for your attention 
to this matter.
Student evaluations are not always an accurate assessment of either teacher performance or student learning, so 
we need to be very careful in how we interpret results. 
This  process should not be controlled by UH system administrators, who have little experience and are motivated 
by the wrong reasons.
I wish my official teaching evaluations (not ecafe) were returned to me shortly after the end of the semester. 
Unfortunately, my department requires my teaching evaluations to go to the department chair prior to being 
returned to me. This results in my evaluations usually being returned to me MONTHS after the end of the 
semester, which I think is not very respectful.
Unfortunately, the eCafe course evaluations often measure instructor's likeability rather than whether the 
instructor is effective in teaching the course material. Instructors are negatively evaluated if they assign too much 
reading, demand too much work, or grade on a curve. Mastering the art of reading at the college level, 
comprehending what is read,  and producing high quality work are key to students' learning. Yet, we are penalized 
if we set high standards in these areas and push students to excel. 
Students put false information on the ecafes. If the director wants, he/she could use this to not re-higher or 
promote a candidate. I strongly feel this is unfair. Even if the good evals out weighs the bad evals, that one bad 
eval could catch the eye of the director and he/she could use this as a basis to make a decision. I don't think that's 
right.
In general, eCafe integrates well for lecture evaluations and until very recently less so for labs with TAs. You need 
to be careful when using it for anything other than direct instructor feedback since the response rate is often very 
low, compared to in-class paper evals, unless the instructor actively works to drive the response rate up. The 
problem when the response rate is low is that only the students who hated you respond and do so in great detail. 
The importance of actively driving students to respond, particularly in large science classes where statistically a 
percentage will always be unhappy, is often not apparent to new faculty for whom the stigma of a "negative" 
teaching evaluation can be tough to shake before the tenure timeline. 

While a believe all programs and faculty should do course evaluations it is important to note that one standard 
course evaluation rarely works for all courses. Our program is committed to using course evals for the 
improvement of our courses and our program as a whole but we also want the experience to be meaningful for 
the students. As such, we are exploring systems for using course evaluation over the course of the semester rather
than just at the end and systems that will allow students to reflect on their personal progress as well as course 
teaching practices. The current evaluation system we are thinking of using is SENCER-SALG for more info see 
http://www.sencer.net/Assessment/sencersalg.cfm

Do not change the current the evaluation system. Thank you.

I have used eCafe in the past. The problem is that eCafe opens 2 or 3 weeks before the end of the term. I have 
discovered that sometimes students submit their evaluations before the course is over. When they do, they are 
usually under pressure of finishing term papers, studying finals and aren't yet able to reflect upon what they have 
learned. I've had students who seem to use eCafe as a way of anonymous venting. The results aren't very useful 
unless the students fill out the evaluations at the same time.
I not sure what you mean by "evaluation of faculty". That is the extent of that evaluation and possible 
consequences.
I think that course evaluations are vital as an indicator that closer or more granular assessment is needed but 
anonymous student assessments are not a form of assessment in and of themselves. Result vary too much based 
on how hard an instructor grades,  the race and gender of the professor, and the substance of the material. 
Therefore I think any form of student assessment should be subordinated to assessment by peers and teaching 
experts. For the purposes of contract renewal or tenure review etc exceptionally low scores or recurrent negative 
write-in comments that paint a pattern should be cause for intervention by the chair or other peers who can 



account for context with a focus on improvement. 

Ecafe is a disaster. Beforehand the paper forms in class meant very high participation. Now, only a small fraction fo 
the students are willing to use ecafe. telling faculty that we haveto give the students Academic credit (points) to fill
out the forms is putting the pressure on us to get the forms filled out. that's not how it should be and it doesn't 
work. If we actually cared how students felt, we need to make the forms something they WILL fill out!
Our department has faculty use exactly the same eCAFE survey with identical questions. I would prefer that each 
of us be able to select questions we would like to be answered.
Students rarely fill them out so you receive a non-representative sample. When we had the paper version, 
students did them in class and returned them to the department to preserve anonymity. 
eCafe is significantly misleading in its results, because it has a very low turnout for most classes (response bias), 
about 50 percent, and it basically attracts the use of students who love the class and students who dislike the class
and has little incentive for the middle of the group to chip in (even if they are given time in class and otherwise 
coerced to participate). Paper surveys, despite the hassles with them, create much more meaningful results 
because they create a peer pressure system, in which everyone in the class is writing on a piece of paper at the 
same time. Yes, you can avoid doing that. But, in those situations, the peer pressure usually wins. Response rate is 
much higher. And having to write your concern (rather than click a bubble), forces more introspection. Also, much 
scholarship has shown that instructors who are easy get higher student evaluation scores (and that probably is 
even more magnified in eCafe results, because of the lean toward the polar opposite positions). This dynamic 
tends to push the whole system toward that reward mechanism, and, in turn, skew the purpose of it. If you want 
rigor, and challenge, and high academic standards at UH, then students probably will not feel euphoric at the end 
of the class. They will feel conflicted, like they have been through a test; an obstacle has been overcome; a 
challenge has been faced. They have failed at points, and succeeded at points. If not, they probably aren't being 
challenged and haven't been learning. So I would recommend a return to paper. But if not paper, then a 
requirement that students complete the online survey before their grades are released. Also, I think students 
should provide some evidence for comments, good, bad, or indifferent. Most of the comments read like front-of-
brain spurts of information, without much concern for the validity of the comment, or what backs it up. But then 
the comments are given outsized weight on the other end, when evaluations are being made about the 
instructor's efficiency and effectiveness.
The biggest concern about ecafe is low response rate. I hope the committee comes up with creative and effective 
ways to increase the rate.
I don't believe eCafe course evaluations should be used for evaluation of faculty. The evaluation should be used as 
a learning assessment tool, looking at ways that the course(s) can improve and address current scholarship in 
order to enhance the writing, reading and researching skills of the students.
Not all student comments are helpful.  And, sometimes student comments and ratings conflict - some students 
love the course others not so much.  How best to interpret of integrate mixed responses is difficult.

Some university's are moving away from anonymous student evaluations of faculty which I support.  Students 
should be able to provide constructive feedback and justifications for responses - knowing that their responses will
only be shared after grades are assigned.
The main focus of our office is to offer various Advising services to students. The 'teaching' is in the form of 
advising sessions where we utilize the 'teachable moments' and not teaching in the traditional classroom setting. 
The student evaluations that we use are paper format because we experienced a high level of non-compliance for 
receiving student evaluations in online formats. Our office just recently updated our paper student evaluations and
we are better at giving these evaluations to each and every student that walks in our door and has an 
appointment. In spite of our efforts we still do not have 100% participation; however, student evaluation 
submissions are improving. 
Students are evaluating instructors based on how instructors fulfill THE STUDENT'S goals for the course... which is 
likely different from the goals the instructor has.  Many student's goals are to get the highest grade possible with 
the least effort or interference of their lifestyles.  Whereas my (the instructor's) goals for them are to learn as 
much as possible and to do so as responsible adults (or soon-to-be adults).  While a good number of students will 
answer honestly with the "spirit" of the eval in mine, there are many who will not.  Not a good format to discover 



if the instructor is "good" or "effective."  

Participation in eCAFE is strictly optional for students, and thus eCAFE evals can't
be considered *representative* samples of student opinion (i.e., it only reflects the
opinions of students that take the time to log into eCAFE and fill out the survey).

Require all students in a course to log into eCAFE (via the UH-ITS authentication
server); students would receive a grade of "I" until they log in. Note that the student
would NOT be required to fill out the survey, they would merely need to log in.

We need statistically valid evaluations! The present eCAFE system, that only
collects data from a motivated subset of the students, does not provide that. .. and
thus its results are suspect.
eCafe participation rates are terrible, and the questions do not allow for truly useful feedback. Our department 
has a paper form with two open questions: comments on course, and comments on instructor, This allows 
students to write about anything, such as particular readings, classroom practices, assignments, etc. eCafe results 
are notoriously consistent, so that students who like an instructor score them with all 4s and 5s, while students 
who don't like an instructor choose all 1s or 2s. This isn't useful for adjusting courses before teaching them again. I 
would love to see a simple, open-ended evaluation system for online and large lecture classes more like our 
department's.
I used the eCAFE feedback to improve my coursework due to the opportunities for specific qualitative feedback. A 
strong concern I have about the proposed course evaluation system is the consistent evaluation of the college and 
program. Our students take 5 or more courses per semester all within the same college and program and if they 
have to repeat this information over and over again, there will be less meaningful feedback once they get to the 
course evaluation. 
I think the issue of using course evaluations to assess student learning could work much better if they were linked 
to other classes and/or departments.  For example, students typically fill out an eval for a specific class, but they 
don't offer things like, had some other class been better, I would have been better prepared.  Personally I'd be 
interested to know whether what I taught in my class showed up as a comment in some other class.
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